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What is Here? …
1. The Fear and its Source

2. What is Intelligence? Human

3. What is Intelligence? Artificial

4. What are contracts?
Material Reality and Social Reality / 
Material Time and Social Time

5. Consciously Contracting Socially = Being 
Human

6. The Limits Faced by AI Devices

7. The Implications of AI

8. Roelf Woldring



Human Intelligence is Social Intelligence
Device Intelligence is Not



What are contracts?
Material Reality and Social Reality

Material Time and Social Time



Un-Bewitching 
our Shared 

Common Sense
About AI Devices 

What are contracts?
Material Reality and Social Reality

Material Time and Social Time



All human activity takes place in material reality
Material Time defines the in-the-moment nature of material reality

In-the-moment time



Past

Through the use of words and symbols,
Human dialogue abstracts from Material Reality and Time
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Past Present

Through the use of words and symbols,
Human dialogue abstracts from Material Reality
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Past  Present Future

Through the use of words and symbols,
Human dialogue abstracts from Material Reality

In-the-moment time
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Human social reality occurs in material reality time
but ‘includes’ an abstraction from material reality time

Human beings are physical 
beings = i.e. live out their lives 
as part of material reality 

Through our ability to abstract 
from “in-the-moment’ time 
through our use of language 

We can ‘intend’ to do things 
together which will bring about 
events in future ‘in-the-moment’ 
time

The human conscious mind
and our ability to interact socially  
by the use of language
allows us to contract to behave 
in mutually agreed ways in 
future ‘in-the-moment’ time

Past  Present  Future

 



Past  Present  Future
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Human social reality occurs in material reality time
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Human beings are physical 
beings = i.e. live out their lives 
as part of material reality 

Through our ability to abstract 
from “in-the-moment’ time 
through our use of language 

We can ‘intend’ to do things 
together which will bring about 
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time

The human conscious mind
and our ability to interact socially  
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Past  Present  Future

 

Human time occurs in material reality time
but ‘includes’ an abstraction from material time

Human beings are physical 
beings = i.e. live out their lives 
as part of material reality 

Through our ability to abstract 
from “in-the-moment’ time 
through our use of language 

We can ‘intend’ to do things 
together which will bring about 
events in future ‘in-the-moment’ 
time

The human conscious mind
and our ability to interact socially  
by the use of language
allows us to contract to behave 
in mutually agreed ways in 
future ‘in-the-moment’ time

Consciousness

Free Will 



Do other social creatures share these abilities?
Past  Present  Future

 

Consciousness

Free Will 



Consciously Contracting Socially
= Being Human



To be HUMAN
is to CONTRACT:

to commit to behaving in a way in the future 
which coordinates a person’s behavior with that of others

in order to achieve mutually desired goals



Human use language and social interaction to do one thing 
no other creature on earth does.

Contract = agree to behave 
in a certain way in the future

requires the structure of our shared 
social world in order to happen



We could not contract with one another without being conscious
and having free will with respect  to the future.



It appears, at least with what we know today,
that human beings are the only 

consciously contracting creatures on the planet.



Human consciousness, 
free will,

and our ability to contract
allows us to collaborate together 

 to contract to work together to create 
artificially intelligent devices 

i.e. machines and devices controlled by software programs 



The Limits Faced by AI Devices



AI devices operate in and are limited to material reality (time)



AI devices operate in and are limited to material reality (time)

Because they incorporate mechanical 
and electronic technologies

They are often 

• Stronger than
• Faster than
• Do not tire as quickly as
• Do not as easily get hurt 

(damaged) as
• …

human beings 



AI devices can only use communication protocols 
that are pre-determined by human beings

AI devices cannot spontaneously communicate 
with one another using human languages 

Although they can, 
if created in appropriate ways by humans, 

communicate with one another 
using “built in” communication protocols 

 data structures 
which define what they can say to one another

 electronic communication protocols
which define ‘how’ they can say it to one another
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AI devices can only use communication protocols 
that are pre-determined by human beings

AI devices cannot spontaneously communicate 
with one another using human languages 

Although they can, 
if created in appropriate ways by humans, 

communicate with one another 
using “built in” communication protocols 

 data structures 
which define ‘what’ they can say to one another

 electronic communication protocols
which define ‘how’ they can say it to one anotherAI devices’ ability to communicate is 

pre-determined and pre-structured 
by human beings 



AI devices are NOT conscious 
and do NOT have free will



AI devices are NOT conscious 
and do NOT have free will

AI devices cannot make decisions 
that fall outside of the parameters 

of the software code 
that is embedded in these devices

AI devices cannot abstract
from material reality

through the use of language 
and social dialogue 

AI devices do not share 
a social reality



AI devices are NOT conscious 
and do NOT have free will

AI devices cannot make decisions 
that fall outside of the parameters 

of the software code 
that is embedded in these devices

AI devices cannot abstract
from material reality and material time

through the use of language 
and social dialogue 

AI devices do not share 
a social reality



AI devices are not conscious 
and do have “free will”

AI devices cannot make decisions 
that fall outside of the parameters 

of the software code 
that is embedded in these devices

AI devices cannot abstract
from material reality

through the use of language 
and social dialogue 

AI devices do not share 
a dynamic social reality



AI devices cannot consciously contract
in order to create 

mutually desired future events

Society
The Internet



The movies are the movies, not the reality of AI



The movies are imaginative fiction …

The AI devices depicted 
in the movies 

are speculative imitations 
of human beings,
not real AI devices



End of Part Two 

Human Intelligence is Social

Proceed to Part Three:

The Implications of AI
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